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Cards 

Card + Foldout poster 

Card + Foldout poster 

Frame box w/ window 

Card 

Card 

Program fold-outWhat’s not in here yet ETA tomorrow by 12pm



Container / Frame 
Summary

We’ve created  
a framed box 
with cards fold-out 
poster and a program

To the right is a simple 
render with our logo and 
event info or a quote 
in place for the swappable  
picture frame cover.  

Inside the box there are 
3 sections with different 
content around the topics 
of remembrance, 
preparation and wonder.  

The kit will also contains 
a fold-out program with 
event info and timing 
(still being designed)



Double sided cards. 

Front has the reimagine logo, the 
back has an inspiring quote.  

Either card can serves as the  
interior frame cover upon delivery.  

Intro card



Summary of  
sections



Remember  
section 

Intro:  

The front introduces 
the section and topic. 

On the back is a fill 
in the blank sentence 
that the user can fill in.  

This could also be used 
in the frame as well.



Remember  
section 

These cards are geared toward  
sharing the remembrance of others. 
Here we’ve curated a few 
San Franciscans that inspire us all. 

On one side we highlight a photo, 
the second is a quote.  

Curated folks include: 
Harvey Milk



Remember  
section 

These cards are geared toward  
sharing the remembrance of others. 
Here we’ve curated a few 
San Franciscans that inspire us all. 

On one side we highlight a photo, 
the second is a quote.  

Curated folks include: 
Ed Lee



Remember  
section 

These cards are geared toward  
sharing the remembrance of others. 
Here we’ve curated a few 
San Franciscans that inspire us all. 

On one side we highlight a photo, 
the second is a quote.  

Curated folks include: 
Jerry Garcia



Remember  
section 

These cards are geared toward  
sharing the remembrance of others. 
Here we’ve curated a few 
San Franciscans that inspire us all. 

On one side we highlight a photo, 
the second is a quote.  

Curated folks include: 
Maya Angelou



Remember  
section 

Personal photo cards (x4) 

The previous examples above  
can serve as inspiration for  
folks to add their own quotes 
and important people to them 
that they may wish to 
remember and share in their 
frame.



Remember  
section 

Personal quote / memory cards (x4) 

These cards allow users to  
write down a quote that inspires them 
or even a memory they want to capture. 



Intro:  

The front introduces 
the section and topic. 

On the back is a fill 
in the blank sentence 
that the user can fill in.  

This could also be used 
in the frame as well.

Prepare  
Section 



Prepare  
Section 

Fold-out section 

This double sided poster 
discusses the topic of 
preparation.  

The front of the poster is 
designed as a high level 
info graphic overview,  
on the back side it goes 
into more detail and keys 
in the info you need to  
know around preparing. 

The poster folds down to 
the card size to fit in behind  
the intro card.  

Sections are coded for 
user reference. 



Wonder 
Section

The front introduces 
the section and topic. 

On the back is a fill 
in the blank sentence 
that the user can fill in.  

This could also be used 
in the frame as well.



Wonder 
Section 

Fold-out section 

This double sided poster 
discusses the topic of 
wonder.  

The front of the poster is 
designed as a list of  
questions in 2 formats.  

1 specific to one self, the  
other as it relates to 
conversation with others. 

On the back is the wonder 
fill in the blank.  

The poster folds down to 
the card size to fit in behind  
the intro card.  

Sections are coded for 
user reference. 



About us 
Section

This card shares some  
highlights about Reimagine 
and on the back a card for 
how folks can support.



Thank you / partners card 

Thank you. 



Sponsors Card 




